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ABSTRACT

T

opographic surveying forms an integral part in land
development issues. The techniques to produce those
map/plans include traditional photogrammetry, satellite
photogrammetry and terrestrial surveying using total
station and or Global Positioning System (GPS)
techniques. However, for the purpose of this project,
GPS and conventional survey using total station are used
together with photogrammetric techniques and their
accuracies are analysed. GPS is used to establish ground
control
points
for
aerial
triangulation
in
photogrammetry. Some selected portions within the
campus of Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) are
chosen to carry out this integration mapping techniques.
Field surveying technique using total station is always
adopted as a traditional method for planimetric plan
production and mapping of urban and rural areas.
However, both the conventional surveying techniques,
GPS and photogrammetry could be used for surveying
purposes but the accuracy and or techniques of each
method differs from one another, hence in this project,
both techniques are looked at in order to compare and
draw some inferences. The main objectives are to
produce topographic plan of the study area using
engineering
survey
(i.e
total
station)
and
photogrammetric methods and subsequently, to perform
a comparative analysis of the two surveying methods, in
terms of quantitative analysis such as R.M.S,
plannimetry(X, Y) and height (Z). The results obtained,
shows that the differences between the two sets of
coordinates(X, Y and Z) are not great. It ranges from a
few millimetres (0.002mm) to centimetre level in
plannimetry, from which, it can be deduced that spatial
displacement or plannimetry (X and Y coordinates) of
both conventional survey ( total station) and coordinates
from stereo-model ( photogrammetry) are highly
correlated and relatively smaller as compared to the
displacement or differences in height or Z-values.
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INTRODUCTION

Field surveying technique using total station is always adopted as a traditional method for planimetric and mapping of urban and rural
areas. Sometimes, this technique is utilized as a complementary method to support the common photogrammetry technique for filed
compilation. The fundamental principle used by photogrammetry is triangulation, by taking photographs from at least two different locations,
so-called "lines of sight" can be developed from each camera to points on the object. The processes involved in photogrammetry are
processing the available data using Erdas Imagine software based on the principle of triangulation for quantitative analysis.
In engineering surveys, the processes involved include, traversing, levelling and detailing. Total station (TS) instruments combined an
EDM (electronic distance measurement), an electronic digital theodolite, and a computer in one unit. These devices automatically measure
horizontal and vertical angles, as well as distances, and transmit the results in real time to a built-in computer. Since total stations works on
the principle of signal reflection, line of sight must be there between Total Station and prism reflector. This makes GPS more effective tool for
control point’s establishment. However, GPS cannot be used in an area with lot of trees, high-rise buildings because of satellite signal
interference. Then, arises the need to integrate the coordinates of total stations and those of GPS together and compare the accuracy with those
obtained from stereo-model from Erdas using aerial satellite image from photogrammetric mapping and draw some inferences.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

The research was carried out at University Teknologi Malaysia, (also known as UTM) which is a public research University
in Malaysia and a research-intensive university in engineering, science and technology located in Iskandar Puteri, Johor Bharu. In order to
achieve this task, some portions of the ring road within the campus of Universiti technologi Malaysia was chosen, to do a comparative
analysis between the two methods in order to highlight the accuracy and effective method of mapping. Figure 1: shows an aerial photograh of
the ring road and it buildings within UTM campus.

Figure 1: The ring road and its buildings in UTM campus
III.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two overlapping aerial photographs of 67 and 68 covering part of the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia which were taken around 2001with
a scale of 1:10, 000 are used. Establishment of ground control points (GCPs) using Dual Frequency Trimble GPS is done and the input of the
calibrated camera parameters (WildRC30). The idea behind using photos 67 and 68 is that, it is very expensive to arrange for flight mission in
order to get recent images of the area. The figure 3.1 shows example of a pair of aerial photograph of UTM campus (photographs 67 and 68).
Only some parts of the ring road of UTM campus are considered.
Traversing, levelling and detailing were done within the selected area, for the purpose of this project and the use of software such as;
civil design survey (CDS) and AutoCAD to process the data before the final production of the engineering plan. Field surveying techniques
using total station is done. The flowchart in Figure 3.16 shows an outline of how the work was carried out using the available instruments,
such as total station (Topcon GTS239N- 62).

Fig. 2 shows photo 67 and 68 respectively
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Quantitative analyses of the research was done to do a comparison of simple numerical measurements based on the results obtained
from stereo-model using ERDAS software during processing and the results obtained from conventional surveying using total station. The
two sets of numerical results are compared with reference to each other based on plannimetry and height.
Comparison between ground coordinates from conventional survey using total station and those obtained from Stereo-model using
Erdas software (Plannimerty and height) and ground coordinates from GPS with those obtained from Stereo-model using Erdas software
(Plannimerty and height). Subsequently, computation of their root mean square was done.
Comparison between GCPs from Total Station and Erdas
Mathematically, the root mean square error (RMSE) is a statistical measure of the magnitude of a varying quantity. It is a kind of a
generalized standard deviation and is useful when differences between subgroups or relationships between variables are considered. Ground
coordinates were obtained during aerial triangulation process from stereo-model using Erdas and the values obtained were compared with
those obtained from conventional surveying using total station to determine the accuracy in terms of both plannimetry and height. Table 1
below shows the results obtained from the two processes

Point No.

Table 1: Ground coordinates from Total station and Erdas software
Ground coordinates from
Ground coordinates from Stereoconventional survey using Total
Model using Erdas
station

Differences(δi)

X(m)

Y(m)

Z(m)

X(m)

Y(m)

Z(m)

δX(m)

δY(m)

1

626707.872

172593.334

31.28

626707.718

172527.288

31.04

0.154

0.046

0.24

2

626674.170

172573.831

28.08

626674.067

172573.268

28.76

0.103

0.563

-0.68

3

626679.986

172596.149

28.20

626679.591

172596.618

28.77

0.395

-0.469

-0.57

4

626726.824

172659.522

27.83

626726.138

172659.309

27.92

0.686

0.213

-0.09

5

626723.778

172527.857

29.93

626723.304

172527.075

29.73

0.474

0.782

0.20

6

626776.465

172582.920

31.56

626776.401

172582.211

31.13

0.064

0.709

0.43

7

626895.006

172376.133

33.96

626913.437

172368.509

33.62

-0.431

-0.376

0.34

8

626923.558

172364.055

34.22

626923.826

172364.735

33.64

-0.268

-0.680

0.58

9

626983.785

172338.965

33.78

626983.189

172338.135

33.29

0.596

0.830

0.49

10

626983.363

172324.883

32.96

626983.427

172324.111

32.21

-0.064

0.772

0.75

11

626895..749

172320.045

34.19

626895..144

172320.388

33.95

0.605

-0.343

0.24

12

626917.144

172209.907

18.85

626917.309

172209.842

18.18

-0.165

0.065

0.67

13

626792.478

172298.626

20.35

626792.127

172298.027

20.23

0.351

0.599

0.12

RMSE=

117.967

147.93

5.045

119.333

143.689

4.986

0.359

0.540

0.436

Average RMSE =

δZ(m)

0.445

From the results obtained, it shows that the differences between the two sets of coordinates are not great which ranges from a few
millimetres to centimetres level. The differences could either be positive or negative, which depends on whether the mean obtained is higher
or lower.
A bar chart of RMSE (X, Y and Z) of total station is plotted against the RMSE (X, Y and Z) obtained from stereo-model, which
could be seen in figure 3. It can be deduced that spatial displacement or plannimetry (X and Y coordinates) and height (Z) of both
conventional survey and points from stereo-model are highly correlated. The differences in height of the bars show the relative displacement
of spatial coordinates.

Figure 3: shows bar chart of RMSE of Total station and Erdas
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Comparism between GCPs from GPS and Erdas
The RMSE method is used for analysis of the deviation between the Ground Control Points (GCP) and the Check Points (CP) values as
obtained from GPS during the field work compared to those obtained from the digitizing in ERDAS after the processes of aerial triangulation.
The computed RMSE of the ground control points is shown in table 2 below.
Point
No.

GPS Ground Control points

Stereo-Model coordinates using Erdas

Mean Differences(δi)

X(m)

Y(m)

Z(m)

X(m)

Y(m)

Z(m)

δX(m)

δY(m)

δZ(m)

1

626400.878

172440.935

25.831

626400.343

172440.398

25.340

0.535

0.537

0.491

2

626586.905

173074.588

39.941

626586.064

173074.505

39.130

0.841

0.083

0.811

3

627553.486

171743.981

10.015

627553.981

171743.853

10.040

-0.495

0.128

-0.025

4

627016.143

171880.042

11.575

627016.703

171880.507

11.010

-0.560

-0.465

0.565

5
RMSE
=

626236.787

171374.248

23.354

626236.428

171374.217

23.170

0.359

0.031

0.184

531.014

664.806

12.151

531.514

664.694

11.931

0.630

0.357

0.328

Average RMSE=

0.438

The results obtained here also, shows that the differences between the two sets of coordinates are not great which ranges from a few
millimetres to centimetres level. The differences could either be positive or negative, which depends on whether the mean obtained is higher or
lower.
A bar chart of RMSE (X, Y and Z) of GPS is plotted against the RMSE (X, Y and Z) obtained from stereo-model, which could be
seen in figure 5, from which it the can be deduced that spatial displacement or plannimetry (X and Y coordinates) and height (Z) of both
conventional survey and points from stereo-model are highly correlated. The differences in height of the bars show the relative displacement of
spatial coordinates as well.

Figure 4: Example of bar chart of RMSE of GPS and Erdas

V.

CONCLUSION

The application, ability and capability of photogrammetry and engineering surveys have been studied and understood. Emphasis was
made to the production of plannimetric plans of the study area UTM campus using the two renowned methods. The fundamental principle used
by photogrammetry is triangulation, by taking photographs from at least two different locations, so-called "lines of sight" can be developed
from each camera to points on the object. The processes involved in photogrammetry are processing the available data using Erdas Imagine
software based on the principle of triangulation.
In engineering surveys, the processes involved include, traversing, levelling and detailing. The objective of levelling is to obtain the
height or Z values of some stations to compare with those obtained from stereo-model in aerial triangulation. The results obtained, shows that
the differences between the two sets of coordinates(X, Y and Z) are not great. . It ranges from a few millimetres (0.002mm) to centimetre level
in plannimetry, from which, it can be deduced that spatial displacement or plannimetry (X and Y coordinates) of both conventional survey (
total station) and coordinates from stereo-model ( photogrammetry) are highly correlated and relatively smaller as compared to the
displacement or differences in height or Z-values.
This means that both methods can be used in surveying for land development issues. The differences could be attributed to errors from
various sources, such as instrumental errors, processing errors and systematic errors from photo coordinates. However, the researcher would
like to strongly make it clear that the results obtained from this analyses as per this research are subject to the area of study, the collected data
depend on the resolution of the scanned photographs considered here and the instruments used on the field as well as the methodologies
followed.
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RECOMMENDATION

The recommendations would be based on the experience
that I gained throughout this project, vis-à-vis the research
objectives. They are strictly based on the researcher’s point of
view and could be within the acceptance limit, especially for the
area of study or similar research in the same or similar field. I
would like to recommend the following for future research:
1.

With the increase in student population in the university,
infrastructural developments are obvious, such as the
construction of new hostels and faculty departments,
therefore the need to get an up to date aerial photographs of
the entire area of UTM campus, so that further survey
works could be done with respect to the infrastructural
developments.

2.

The available survey instruments are very limited, as this
may hinder the progress of students undertaking large areas
for survey purposes because the competition on the limited
instruments is great, ranging from undergraduates to post
graduates. Therefore, I would recommend that the
University buy more instruments to meet the needs and
challenges of students in the future.

3.

To perform aerial triangulation using other commercial
software in photogrammetry and compare it with
conventional survey method.
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